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Fireworks and grenades. Grills and campfires. Burps and farts.Men get a kick out of things that go

boom, things that cook with fire, and all forms of bodily gas. What they might not know is that

science is what makes it all happen. This book answers all the questions guys have about their

favorite topics, such as:How do you make a Lifesaver spark?How do you hotwire a car?Why do

kegs float?What is PMS?Why doesn't a cell phone work in metal buildings? Serious science mixed

with outrageous humor, this book promises guys the need-to-know info on sports, cars, technology,

women, bodily functions, food, and more!
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Here's the disclaimer...I'm a woman. I got a review copy of this book and wasn't that impressed. I

put it down on the nightstand and my husband found it.Let me tell you something... my husband

LOVED this book. If your husband loves SPIKE TV, fireworks, Mythbusters, and explosions and all

the crazy stuff like that, he will love this book.The book actually talks about whether or not a man

can get an erection after death (the answer is a surprising: YES-- gross). How to make a lighter

explode, how to open a door with a credit card, and tells you why some men don't like cats. Men eat

this stuff up, apparently.And of course, it talks about all the strange and wonderful things you can do

with farts.Not a great reading choice for a woman, I guess, but a five-star choice for any guy.

Are you still looking for that perfect for your husband? This is the book to give to the man that has

everything. I have never laughed so hard in my life! I was so caught up in this book that my husband



had to give me the evil eye in bed because he was trying to sleep and I was laughing out loud!The

topics included in this book are hilarious. Here is a small sample of questions you will find the

answer to:What makes a fart smell?Why do dog's fart quietly?How do you hot-wire a car?Can you

outrun an alligator?Why do men think about sex all the time?This is just a teaser at what kind of

questions you can expect to have answered all from a scientific-but funny-point of view. The author

has the most outstanding and hilarious responses to these questions. Trust me, if you have any

type of funny bone, this is the perfect book even for women to read. Heck I even tried out half the

things in the book to see if they actually work!I can now open my doors with a credit card, do the

money trick with laughs, and make a card float below an upside down full shot glass! You will also

learn how to do all these tricks including picking a lock!

Very informative.Very entertaining.Easy reading.Short, but right to the point answers for questions I

have asked in the past.HOWEVER, what I found more amusing was turning a page, reading the

next question and thinking......YEAH, how DOES that work or how DO they do that.

It was so funny!!!!!! A must read!!!!!! You thought you learned everything in high school and

college!!! This book is more for males rather than females. It still will stay on my bookshelf on my

Kindle!!!!

The book states that both hydrogen and helium are flammable. Of course, helium is NOT

flammable, and I wrote a negative review here about that fact. The author was nice enough to

contact me and explain that it was a mistake made by the publisher, and that it has been correct in

future versions.So the book had an error, and was correct. That's just how science is supposed to

work. Kudos to Robert Mercer for bring science to those who might otherwise not be interested.

After my husband read this book from cover to cover, I found myself reading this at the beach. It is

filled with quick 1 to 2 page tips on all sorts of information from "How to hot wire a car", "Why is

there a metal rack in your microwave" and of course the obvious "How do you light a fart?" Funny,

interesting fluff. If your man isn't much of a reader but more of a skimmer, this is the book for him.

Who know's, you might pick up a thing or two.

Brand new. No tears, no damage to binding, no markings. Exactly as described. Arrived in record

time and was a great Xmas present. Thanks again
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